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RQYALAIRCRhFTEQABLISHMENT 

Turbulence encountered by Viking 
arcraft over Europe 

J. R. Heath-Smth,,B.Sc.(Eng) 

Accelerations zn turbulence were recorded on B.E.A. Vikmg 
aircraft for 117,000 mles of flymg over European routes durmg three 
years. 

The records show that the number of gusts decreases from sea 
level to 8000 feet. There J.S some evidence below 5000 feet that 
turbulence is greatest in Sprmg and least in Autumn. 

Average gust frequencies durmg club and descent were twice 
those during cruise below 8000 feet p.nd this is attributed to the 
pllot's dlscretxon in the choxce of cruising altitude. 
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1 Introduction 

From November 1951 to November 1954 a Counting Accelerometer was 
carrred m a Viking aircraft of Bratlsh European Airways, which was 
operated on normal passenger ser-vYLce over Europe. The records obtaxwd 
represent 117,000 mlcs of' fhpht belw 10,000 feet. 

The data are examined'to deteranne the variation in turbulence 
with altitude and with season. 

2 Description of Equxnent and Flyinp, - 

2.1 Instrument and installation -. 

The Counting Accelerometer' responds to the accelerations mmposed 
on It alomg one axw and records the number of times each of a series of 
acceleratan levels has been exceeded. Successive counters represent 
levels at antervals of O.lg and readings are given for a range of 1.2g 
to 2.9g for upward accelerations and from 0.8g to -0.9s for downward 
accelerations. The above values are nominal and have been corrected in 
this report except where it 1s stated othervase. An altimeter, awspeed 
indicator and *spring-driven clock are grouped around the counter dial 
and the whole assembly is photographed at regular intervals of approx- 
imate1y 'io minutes. 

The Countang Accelerometer was rigxlly attached to the airframe in 
the forward luggage comp~rtmsnt about three feet ahcad of the centre of 
gmvlty of the aircraft and an such an attitude that vertical accelera- 
tlons were measured when the aIrcraft was in cruising flight. 

2.2 The flyang covered by the records 

The records were obtained between Piovember 1951 and November 1954 
on 350 flights covering 117,000 miles of operational flying on European 
routes based on London. The distribution of recording time between 
months of the year is shown an Fig I.. 'The instrument was carried at 
different times in Viking zrcraft G-AIVH and G-AMGI. 

3 _Variation in turbulence with altitude 

The recording antervals are of average duration 10.5 mmutes and. 
contain the total counts of acceleration during thus interval and the 
speed and height of the aircraft at the end of this interval. Appendix I 
describes various corrections w:~ch are made to these readings and the 
method of translating the accelerations into gust speeds. 

Table I is a summary of the time spent at each speed and altitude 
during climb, cruise and descent. Table II is a summary of the counts 
of acceleration grouped according to speed, veaght and altitude. 
Table III is an estamate of the gust speeds encountered in each altitude 
band during climb, oruse and descent. hs the clvnb anddcscent gust 
frequencs.es are slrmlar they are s'hown separately and combined. 

Fig 2 shows the :>ust frequencies in each altitude band for cruase 
md for climb and descent. Fq 3 shows directly the variation with 
altitude of the frequency of gusts greater than 10, 15 and 20 ft/sec for 
cruise and for climb end descent, The form of these curves and the 
difference between cruise and ccmblned climb and descent suggests that 
the operating conci~tlons and flight plan of the Vlklng lnf'luenced the 
recorded gust frequencies. 
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There is evidence in the records from Comet aircraft4 that gust 
frequency decreases exponentially with altitude up to about 25,000 ft. 
This result is practically free from selective rccordi~ as the aircraft 
climbed and descended through this range to a strictly observed flight 
plan. It IS assumed therefore that yearly average turbulence over Europe 
decreases exponentially with altitude within the altitude range of the 
Viking and this turbulence is referred to hereafter as atmospheric 
turbulence to distinguish it from recorded turbulence. As the Comet 
spectrum refers to world-wide routes It is not used directly for cornpa- 
rlson with the Vxking recorded turbulence. 

There are two ways in which recorded turbulence as influenced by the 
pilot of the aircraft. Under nearly all conditions of flight the pilot 
takes sideways avoIding action to some extent when faced with bad weather 
and for this reason recorded turbulence will be less than atmospheric 
turbulence at all altitudes. In addition the average flight plan in 
Table I suggests that the pllot was allowed considerable discretion in the 
c:hoice of cruxins altitude, as trie aircraft cnused over a wide range of 
altitude being limited to 10,000 feet as.the cabin was unpressurised. 
The pilot's choice would be influenced to a @-eat extent by weather 
conditions; the general-result would be the selection of lore altitudes 
during calm weather and ol hi* altitudes during rough weather. 

It follows that the Lust frequencies recorded during cruise would be 
less than the atmospheric average at the lowest altitudes and greater than 
the atmospheric average at the highest altitudes, because flight at the 
highest altitudes would be made only when the weather was rough and flight 
at the lowest altitudes would be made only during calm weather. S1mllarly 
gust frequencies recorded during climb and descent would be the atmospheric 
average near sea level and progressively greater than atmospheric average 
with increasing altitude because t'ne climb to the hxghest altitudes would 
be made only in rough weather. 

In fact, these effects can be seen in Fit 3 m the curvature and 
relative position of the cruise curqe and climb and descent curve. In the 
lowest altitude band the same degree of turbulence was recorded in descent 
and cruise from which It is deduced that altitudes below about 2000 feet 
were maintained only for landing &pipproaches and circuits. 

It has been assumed that atmospheric gust frequency can be represented 
by a stral[?ht line in Fig 3, and its position can be estimated by continuing 
the lav altitude portion of the clxmb and descent curve as a straight line, 
shown as a broken line in Fig.3 for gusts greater than IO ft/sec. This 
line UiterCepts the cruise curve in the region of minimum recorded gust 
frequency whxh also corresponds approximately with the moot usual cruising 
a1t1tuae. 

4 Seasonal variation of turbulence 

The records best suited to a study of seasonal variation of 
turbulence are those made at low al-iitude during clxnb and descent as they 
are representative of all weather conditions. 

A's~amw.y of' the 10 ft/sec gust counts and mileages in each month 
for the altitude range 1500 to 5500 feet are given in Table IV. The 
turbulence for each month is expressed as the ratio of the average number 
of g.usts per rmle in that month to the average nun:ber of gusts per mile 
durmg the year. The yearly average 1.6 the weighted mean of the monthly 
averages. Turbulence ratio is plotted against month in Fig l+ and 
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oonfidence liauts are shown for each point within which there is 9% 
probability tnat the true average lies. In the estimation of these 
hunts allowance 1s mde for the tendency for gusts to be concentrated 
1x2 reglod . The degree of concentration i s estimated by comparing the 
average number of gusts in a recording interval with the proportion of 
intervals containing gusts greater than 10 ft/sec. This information is 
included in Table TV. 

The oonfidcnce limits in Fig !+,suggest tnat the monthly sample size 
is too small for accurate assessment of the variation of turbulence 
between months but there is some indication that turbulence is greatest 
In Zprlng and least in Autumn. To asbess the variation quantitatively 
two hypotheses are now examined Ixing the ~2 test for goodness of fit. 

The first hypothesis is that all the observed variation is sampling 
error and that averago monthly turbulence is constant. The result of 
this test is a probability of IQ% (::2 = 17, 11 degrees of freedom). 

For the second hypothesis, visual inspection suggests a sinusoidal 
variation of goodness with a period of one year. If a sine curve is 
based on the mean annual turbulence with amplitude and phase adjusted to 
make x2 a minimum, the result IS a probability of 1% (x2 = 13, 9 degrees 
of freedom). 

It appears that neither fit is good but the sine variation IS 
nevertheless morz probabla than no variation on the present evidence. 
On the basis of the fitted sine curve the extreme variation,in monthly 
turbulence is about 3 to 1. 

5 Conclusions 

There IS a continuous decrease in gust frequency with increasing 
altitude from sea level to 8000 feet. 

As a result of the pilot's choice of flight path with regard to 
weather cond~txons the average gust frequencies during climb and descent 
were J wxe as groat as *Vera&c eust froquencws during cruise, at 
altitudes belo;v 8000 feet. 

There is some evidence that turbulence below 5000 feet is greatest 
in Spring and least in Autumn and that the extreme monthly variation 
during the yea-r 1s of the order of 3 to 1. 
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APPENDIX I 

Descrlptlon of accelcratlon data and gust analgsls 

The data consist of a series of consecutive records of average 
duration 10.5 mnutes, contalmng 'cne number of tunes each acceleration 
level was exceeded and the speed and altitude of the aircraft at the 
end of the mterval. The speed 1s expressed to the ncarest IO knots 
I.A.S. and the altxtude to the nearest 1000 feet above sea level. 

Those records whxh may contam the effects of ground loads are 
discarded mth the result that, on average, the first and last 5.25 
minutes of each flight are not mcluded in the analysu. 

Those records m which the altitude change 1s greater than 1 unit 
(nominally 1000 feet) are classlflod as "clunb" or "descent" and the 
altitude readrrng 1s corrected n%th due regard to the probable varlatlon 
of gust frcquoncy wrth altitude. The remalnlng records are clasclfled 
as "Cruise". \Vhen the speed change during an Interval 1s greater than 
1 urnt (normnally IO knots) the wean speed 1s taken. 

T'ne records are sorted Into the following altxtude bands: O-1500 
feet, 1500-3500 feet, 3500-5500 feet, 5500-7505 feet, 7500-9500 feet-and 
9500-11500 feet. 

The counts of acceleration arc grouped and sununarxed according to 
the Pllght'condltlon, altitude and speed of the auxraft. 

Mea carcraft weights of32,1,.00 lb, 31,750 lb and 31,100 lb are 
calculated for tnc club, crt,lse and descent from the take-off and 
landing wclgnts known for each flight. 

Accelerations are translated into gust speeds by the fornnlla: 

u equvalent vertical gust speed 

An normal acceleration 3noreirent in g units 

w wl.ng loading 

F gust allevlatlon factor" 

PO au- densIt?; at sea level (I.C.A.O.) 

a slope of the llf't curve (low speed) 

v lndxated airspeed 

By graphical interpolation the count s arc referred to gust speeds 
of IO, 15, 20, ,D",. ft/sec and a gust speed distrlbutlon 1s obtaIned 
for each altztudc band and flight condltlon. The maleage flcwn xn 
each band is estuuxted and the &gust dxtrlbutlons are obtained =n terms 
of the averago distance botwecn gusts exceeding given mm@utudes. 

* The gust is assured to lnorease linearly to 1% maxunum value in a 
horuontal duYcance ol‘ 100 feet. The alleviating factor 1s calculated 
as a function of the IIXZ.S parameter pg = 2w/g p 5 a where p 1s air 
dcnslty and E is the mean aerodynrmc chord. Allowance 1s made for the 

.cffeot of aspect rail0 on the rate of growth of' lift. Coqresslblllty 
effects arc ne@ected. 
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TABLE Iv 

Relative turbulence each month recorded durin --- 
climb and descent 

No. of 
iTo. of Recording x0. of gusts Turbulence Rat10 

intervals !&stance PIiles 
Month rW20d1ng 

exccedmg 

intervals 
with gust in Statute 10 ft/'sec Per Yearly mles/gust 

>I0 ft/sec miles (up + almn) gust Monthly m&s/gust 

1 14 4 437 66 6.57 1.2 

: 33 28 13 13 1023 867 208 81 10.7 4.92 b::6 

i :t 3: 4' 

:; 3: 11 

1678 2450 603 . 402 121 240 4.98 7.00 6.10 1.7 1.2 1.3 

l 

;; 

2322 931 236 97 ;:::: 0.82 o.a5 
9 22 1023 188 1.5 

IO 9 1150 32 3z:y 0.22 
11 36 11 1117 15.3 0.53 
12 29 6 a99 

3: 
29.0 0.28 . 

Totals 468 3 206 14,530 1775 Average 
3.13 



TOTAL RECORDING 
TIME 732 HOURS. 

JAN. FE& MAR APR. MAY JUN JLY. AUG. SEPT OCT NOV DEC. 

FIG I. MONTHLY DISTRIBUTION OF 
RECORDib FLYING TIME 
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